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CAST

Dewey .......................................................... Thomas Madrzak
Rosalie ............................................................ Mary Ellingen
Ned ................................................................. William Madrzak
Patty ............................................................... Mainyia Xiong
Shonelle ........................................................ Ireland Anderson
Katie ............................................................... Ivy Broder
James .......................................................... Grayson Laurich
Marcy ............................................................ Abby O'Connell
Mason ............................................................ Joe Tzougros
Tomika .......................................................... Margaret Walloch
Freddy .......................................................... Zander Tomes
Zack ............................................................... Cian Radcliffe
Billy .............................................................. Luke Wenger
Lawrence ........................................................ Ryan Vanselow
Summer ........................................................ Emma Hipp
Sophie .......................................................... Alyssa Jacobsson
Madison ........................................................ Ella Serwin
Eleni .............................................................. Greta Gardetto
Marta ........................................................... Grace Scott
Leonard ........................................................ Kellen Klein
Michelle ....................................................... Anna Barry
Alicia ............................................................. Lucy Oechsner
Charity ........................................................ Katelynn Radmacher
Lulu .............................................................. Abby Tomes
Dance Features.............. Macey Hathaway, Mallory Hathaway, Malina Jacobsson, Erin Muntz

NO VACANCY

Sage .................................................................. Caleigh Laurich
Bobbi ................................................................ Laynie Walloch
Theo .................................................................. Alec Geissler
Snake ................................................................ Demi Dieringer

THE PARENTS AND TEACHERS OF HORACE GREEN

Mrs. Sheinkopf ............................................... Demi Dieringer
Mr. Noble/Mr. Mooneyham/Stanley ..................... Danny Muntz
Mr. Green/Mr. Hamilton .................................. William Madrzak
Gabe Brown/Mr. Williams ................................ Charlie Ortega
Mr. Sanders/Mr. Sandford ................................ Aidan Thiele
Ms. Gordon/Mrs. Travis ................................... Kaylyn Wagner
Ms. Bingham/Mrs. Ward/Jess Sanderson ............. Noelle Budde
Ms. Janes/Mrs. Turner ..................................... Lainie Slipper
Ms. Macapugay/Mrs. Hathaway ........................ Kyra Mathias
Ms. Wagner/Parent ......................................... Emma Schoultz
Mr. Woodard/Mr. Spencer ................................. Alec Geissler
Ensemble ....................................................... Stephanie Christiansen, Katrina Hubacek, Sylvia Kabara, Caleigh Laurich, Maggie Mueller, Maddie Neuenfeldt, Kate Raleigh, Eloise Slipper, Laynie Walloch

The use of any recording device, either audio or video, and the taking of photographs, either with or without flash, is strictly prohibited.
Break A Leg, Zander and Abby!
We couldn’t be prouder to watch you two share the stage as Freddy and Lulu.

There’s no way you can stop the School Of Rock!
We love you to the moon and back...
Love,
Mom, Grandma, and Auntie Sarah
SCENES AND MUSICAL NUMBERS

Act 1

Scene 1: The Olympic Powerhouse
“I’m Too Hot for You” ................................................................. No Vacancy and Dewey

Scene 2: Dewey’s Bedroom
“When I Climb to the Top of Mount Rock”........................................ Dewey

Scene 3: Horace Green - The Assembly Hall
“Horace Green Alma Mater” .................................................. Rosalie, Students and Teachers
“Here at Horace Green” ............................................................ Rosalie

Scene 4: The Apartment
“Variations 7” ............................................................................ Dewey and Ned
“Children of Rock” ................................................................. Dewey and Ned
“Mount Rock” (Reprise) .......................................................... Patty

Scene 5: Horace Green - The Hallway Outside the Music Room
“Queen of the Night” ............................................................... Rosalie, Dewey and Gabe

Scene 6: Horace Green - The Classroom
“You’re in the Band” ............................................................... Dewey and Students
“You’re in the Band” (Reprise) ................................................ Dewey and Students

Scene 7: Students’ Homes
“If Only You Would Listen” ...................................................... Students

Scene 8: Horace Green - The Classroom
“In the End of Time” ............................................................... Dewey

Scene 9: Horace Green - The Faculty Lounge
“Faculty Quadrille” ................................................................. Teachers

Scene 10: Horace Green - The Classroom
“In the End of Time” (Band Practice) ........................................ Dewey and Students
“Stick It to the Man” ............................................................... Dewey and Students

Scene 11: Horace Green - The Halls
Scene 12: The Palace Theatre - Backstage
“In the End of Time” (The Audition) ........................................ Dewey and Students
“Stick it to the Man” (Reprise) ................................................ Dewey and Students

THERE WILL BE ONE TWENTY MINUTE INTERMISSION
Act 2

Scene 1: Horace Green - The Classroom
“Time to Play”........................................................................................................ Summer and Students

Scene 2: Horace Green - The Faculty Lounge

Scene 3: Horace Green - The Classroom
“Amazing Grace”...................................................................................................... Tomika
“Math Is a Wonderful Thing”.................................................................................. Dewey and Students

Scene 4: The Roadhouse
“Where Did the Rock Go?”...................................................................................... Rosalie

Scene 5: The Apartment - The Living Room

Scene 6: Horace Green - The Classroom
“School of Rock” (Band Practice)........................................................................ Dewey and Students
“Dewey’s Confession”......................................................................................... Dewey, Rosalie, Patty, Ned and Parents

Scene 7: The Apartment - Dewey’s Bedroom
“If Only You Would Listen” (Reprise)...................................................................... Tomika and Students

Scene 8: The Palace Theatre - Onstage
“I’m Too Hot for You” (Reprise)............................................................................. No Vacancy
“School of Rock”.................................................................................................... Dewey and Students
“Stick It to the Man” (Encore)................................................................................ Dewey and Students
“Finale”.................................................................................................................. Full Company
BIOGRAPHIES

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER
Andrew Lloyd Webber is the composer of some of the world’s best-known musicals including Cats, Evita, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Jesus Christ Superstar, The Phantom of the Opera (which celebrated its 30th anniversary on Broadway in 2018) and Sunset Boulevard.

When Sunset Boulevard joined School of Rock – The Musical, Cats and Phantom on Broadway in February 2017 he became the only person to equal the record set in 1953 by Rodgers and Hammerstein with four shows running concurrently.

As well as The Phantom Of The Opera and Cats, his productions include the groundbreaking Bombay Dreams, which introduced the double Oscar-winning Bollywood composer AR Rahman to the Western stage.

His awards, both as composer and producer, include seven Tonys, seven Oliviers, a Golden Globe, an Oscar, the Praemium Imperiale, the Richard Rodgers Award for Excellence in Musical Theatre, a BASCA Fellowship, the Kennedy Center Honor and a Grammy for Best Contemporary Classical Composition for Requiem, his setting of the Latin Requiem mass which contains one of his best-known compositions, “Pie Jesu.” He owns seven London theatres including the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane and the London Palladium.

He was knighted by Her Majesty The Queen in 1992 and created a life peer in 1997.

He is passionate about the importance of music in education and the Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation has become one of Britain’s leading charities supporting the arts and music. In 2016 the Foundation funded a major new national initiative which endowed the American Theatre Wing with a $1.3 million, three-year grant to support theatre education opportunities for underserved young people and public schools across the U.S.

GLENN SLATER
Glenn Slater co-created Disney’s 2010 worldwide smash Tangled (2011 Grammy Winner, 2010 Oscar and Golden Globe nominee), as well as the Broadway and international hit musicals A Bronx Tale, School of Rock—The Musical (2016 Tony nominee—Best Score), Sister Act (2011 Tony nominee—Best Score) and The Little Mermaid (2008 Tony nominee—Best Score, Grammy nominee—Best Cast Album).

With longtime collaborator Alan Menken, he has also written songs for the Disney animated film Home On The Range (2004) and Broadway musical Leap of Faith (Tony nominee—Best Musical, 2012), as well as acting as both songwriters and executive producers of the medieval musical comedy ABC-TV series Galavant.

In the West End, Slater provided both book and lyrics for Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Love Never Dies (2010 Olivier nominee—Best Musical), the sequel to Phantom of the Opera. His other work includes an Emmy-nominated song for the ABC-TV comedy The Neighbors (2013) and the stage revue Newyorkers at The Manhattan Theatre Club (Lucille Lortel, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle nominations). Slater is the recipient of the prestigious Kleban Award for Lyrics, the ASCAP/Richard Rogers New Horizons Award and the Jonathan Larson Award. He is an alumnus of the BMI Musical Theatre Workshop and a member of both ASCAP and the Dramatists’ Guild.
BIographies cont.

Julian Fellowes, actor, writer, director, producer, was educated at Ampleforth, Magdalene College, Cambridge and The Webber Douglas Academy of Dramatic Art.

He worked on Mira Nair's *Vanity Fair*, and, since then, he has written the “book” of the stage musical of *Mary Poppins* for Cameron Mackintosh and Disney, the recipient of various prizes and nominations, including the Variety Club Award for Best Musical, which ran for six years on Broadway. He wrote the book for *School of Rock* for Andrew Lloyd Webber and it is currently running at The Winter Garden on Broadway and at the New London Theatre. He has also written a new book for the revival of *Half a Sixpence*, which is running at the Noel Coward Theatre, also in London. His new adaptation of *The Wind in the Willows* opens at the Palladium in June 2017. His debut as a film director, *Separate Lies*, which he adapted from Nigel Balchin's novel, received critical acclaim in both America and the U.K., winning nominations from the London Critics’ Circle as well as the award for the Best Directorial Debut of 2005 from the National Board of Review in New York. His second feature, *From Time to Time*, adapted by him from the novel by L. M. Boston, had its première at the London Film Festival 2009. It won Best Picture at the Chicago Children's Film Festival. It won Best Picture at the Seattle International Film Festival, Best Picture at the Fiuggi Family Festival in Rome, and the Young Jury Award at Cinemagic in Belfast.

In 2008, he was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of Dorset. In January 2011, he was awarded a peerage and became Lord Fellowes of West Stafford. He is married to Emma, née Kitchener, and they have one son, Peregrine, a border collie called Meg and Stafford, the tortoise. They divide their time between London and Dorset.

**JACOB & JES SUDBRINK (Director, Choreographer)** started Sudbrink Performance Academy in June 2015. The Academy has found its home on Main Street in Downtown Waukesha. The Sudbrinks feel fortunate to have the opportunity to bring new experiences and training to the passionate young performing artists of Southeastern Wisconsin. Together they have 24 years of experience working on directing teams for many different theatres in the area. Outside of the Academy, Jes & Jacob serve as the Artistic Directors for Main Street Song & Dance Troupe, and work with several other organizations, including CYT and several schools. Jacob is the Theater Manager at Menomonee Falls High School. This fall, Jacob will be teaching vocal music at Catholic Memorial High School. The Sudbrinks have two young children, who serve as their biggest fans and harshest critics.

**ANNE VAN DEUSEN (Music Director)** is thrilled to be spending her summer nights with Jes & Jacob Sudbrink and their SudKids, working on this fantastic production of *School of Rock*. Anne is a pianist, accompanist and music director in and around Milwaukee. She has worked with many professional and community organizations, including Skylight Music Theatre, Milwaukee Opera Theatre, Florentine Opera, Milwaukee Ballet, In Tandem, Off the Wall and Waukesha Civic. Favorite projects include: *Violet, Powder Her Face, Tosca, The Snow Dragon, El Cimarron, Three Postcards* and *Sunday in the Park with George*. This fall you can find her in the pit orchestra of *Les Miserables* at DSHA High School. During the day, Anne is the Director of Liturgical Music at St. Mary Catholic Faith Community in Hales Corners. She fills her free time coaching and accompanying singers and instrumentalists of all ages.
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CALEIGH & GRAYSON

Roses are red,
our dog is Blue,
congrats we’re so proud of you!

LOVE,
MOM & DAD
IRELAND ANDERSON  
_Shonelle_  
10, Magee Elementary  
Ireland is excited to be in another Sudbrink show with an incredible cast. Ireland began performing in theater at age 6. When not on stage, she enjoys dancing, singing and playing guitar. Thanks to all of her family, friends and Jess and Jacob for helping her grow.

ANNA BARRY  
_Michelle_  
10, Horizon Elementary  
Anna is very excited to be a part of this rockin’ show! This is Anna’s eighth production but first time with _School of Rock_. When she’s not acting, Anna enjoys softball, singing, and directing small plays with friends. Anna thanks her family and friends for making this experience great!

IVY BRODER  
_Katie_  
13, Les Paul Middle School  
“God of Rock, thank you for this chance to kick ass. We are your humble servants. Please give us the power to blow people’s minds with our high voltage rock. In your name we pray, Amen.”

NOELLE BUDDE  
_Jess Sanderson, Ms. Bingham, Mrs. Ward_  
17, Waukesha South  
The Sudbrink Performance Academy. A couple of her favorite productions in years past have been Sudbrink Performance Academy’s _Beauty and the Beast_ and The Waukesha Civic Theatre’s _Hunchback of Notre Dame_. She’d like to thank the talented kids of this production as well as Jes, Jacob, and Anne for making her last summer as a highschool student so amazing and fantastic!

STEPHANIE CHRISTIANSEN  
_Ensemble_  
15, Oconomowoc High School  
Stephanie is very excited to be in her fourth show with the Sudbrinks. When she’s not rehearsing or performing, she enjoys drawing, crafts, and playing video games.

DEMI DIERINGER  
_Ms. Sheinkopf_  
16, Pewaukee High School  
_SoR_ is Demi’s 7th production with the Suds. Favorite roles include Madame Thenardier (_Les Miserables_) and Pilar (_Legally Blonde_). Big thanks to Maggie for showing up half of the time, Maddie for being my right hand man, Kaylyn for always saying hi, and Alec for being my onstage bestie.

MARY ELLINGEN  
_Rosalie Mullins_  
16, Catholic Memorial High School  
Mary has been taking voice lessons for 6 years and is involved with drama at her school. She is also a member of Main Street Song and Dance Troupe. She would like to give a special thanks to all her friends and family for their love and support!
GRETA GARDETTO
Eleni
11, Brookfield Academy
This is Greta’s third performance with Sudbrink. Greta is a dancer at Accent on Dance. She has done three other plays through her school which include: 101 Dalmatians, Sleeping Beauty, and most recently Willy Wonka. Greta is super excited to perform School of Rock on stage because this is her favorite play that she has ever done so far.

ALEC GEISSLER
Theo, Mr. Woodard, Mr. Spencer
18, Graduated from Arrowhead High School
Alec Geissler is thrilled to be in his first Sudbrink performance! He recently graduated from Arrowhead where he was in Broadway Company. Alec performed in Hello, Dolly! The Addams Family, Legally Blonde and Musical Theater Nights. He also sang in choir and an acapella group. He currently works at Oscar’s Frozen Custard but will be moving out east in the fall. Alec will be attending The American Musical and Dramatic Academy on the Upper West Side of Manhattan in New York City.

MACEY HATHAWAY
Dance Feature
12, Home school
Macey is so excited to return to the stage as a dance feature in her second Sudbrink Performance Academy show. She is so appreciative of Jes and Jacob for letting her be part of such an amazing show. Enjoy!

MALLORY HATHAWAY
Dance Feature
13, Home school
Mallory is excited for her theatre debut as a dance feature in School of Rock. She loves dance and is so happy Jes and Jacob have given her the chance to share her love with the cast of this amazing show!

EMMA HIPP
Summer Hathaway
10, Meadowview
I am super stoked to be playing my dream role of Summer. This cast is crazy talented and incredible to work with! Be prepared to have your face melted by the awesomeness of our ROCK! #StickItToTheMan

KATRINA HUBACEK
Ensemble
14, Catholic Memorial High School
Katrina is thrilled to be a part of Sudbrink Performance Academy’s production of School of Rock. This is her third summer show with the Sudbrinks. She would like to thank Jes and Jacob for their guidance, the cast and crew for their friendship, and her parents for the rides to rehearsal every night. Stay cool and ROCK ON!

ALYSSA JACOBSSON
Sophie
10, Rose Glen
Alyssa couldn’t be more thrilled to return to Sudbrink Academy for her second production. She loves being on stage and spends quite of time on one dancing competitively for Accent On Dance Studios. She is very
Visit goodfriendinc.com/golf-fundraiser to register, or for information about sponsorship.

Scan for updates on our Facebook event page!

Good Friend, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) charity promoting autism awareness, acceptance, and empathy.

Congratulations
Lucy!

We love you and are proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Annie and Aidan
Alec and Ella-
Your first time on a stage together and my two stars rocked it!

Love you both, Mom
thankful to be part of such a great show and loves all the time she gets to spend with the entire cast. She couldn’t be more happy that Jes and Jacob have given her this opportunity.

**MALINA JACOBSSON**  
Dance Feature  
15, Waukesha West  
This is Malina’s first production and is very excited to be able to be a part of such a great show. Malina dances competitively at Accent in Dance Studios and is thrilled to be able to continue her love of dance in such a fun show!

**SYLVIA KABARA**  
Adult Ensemble  
12, Silver Lake Intermediate  
This is Sylvia’s first show with Sudbrink Academy and is very excited to be a part of School of Rock. Some favorite past credits include, Chip in Beauty and the Beast at The Fireside Theater, and Little Red in Into the Woods Jr. at Lake Country Playhouse. Apart from singing, dancing, and acting, Sylvia loves writing, playing tennis, and spending time with her family. She is very thankful for the encouragement from family, and Sylvia looks forward to future acting opportunities with the Sudbrinks!

**KELLEN KLEIN**  
Leonard  
12, ASA Clark Middle School  
Kellen is the oldest of four (very dramatic) children. When he isn’t playing guitar or piano, he is participating in the Hip-Hop dance team Force, or honing his hand-eye coordination on his PlayStation. Two years ago, he played the role of Scrooge in “A Christmas Carol” for a classroom production.

**CALEIGH LAURICH**  
Sage  
16, Kettle Moraine School of Arts and Performance  
Caleigh will be a Junior at Kettle Moraine School of Arts and Performance and is a proud member of Main Street Song and Dance Troupe which performs at many locations around the area. Caleigh has performed in numerous shows, some of her favorites include Pirates of Penzance, Little Shop of Horrors, and Once On This Island. In her spare time, Caleigh is known for spontaneous dancing at the grocery store, singing at every waking moment, and her ability to reach high shelves. She’s super excited to rock out alongside her brother in School of Rock, and hopes you enjoy the show.

**GRAYSON LAURICH**  
James  
10, Kettle Moraine  
Grayson has secretly longed to be in the band and is excited to be hanging with his sister in School of Rock. He has been in numerous productions in the family living room and basement but this will be his first time on stage. When he’s not working security or singing with the band, he is playing baseball and football and is excited to start at Kettle Moraine Middle School in the fall.

**THOMAS MADRZAK**  
Dewey Finn  
18, MATC  
Thomas Madrzak has been performing since he was 12 years old. Some of the shows he has performed in is Aladdin jr, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,
Dear Edwina Jr., It’s Only a Play, and many others. In addition he had performed with Mainstreet Song and Dance Troupe for 5 years. They taught him almost everything he knows and he is eternally grateful for all Mainstreet has done for him. He would like to thank his parents for always supporting his love of theater, and Mrs. Farrenkopf for showing him how close a performance family can really get. He would also like to thank Mr. Nickolai for training his voice and aiding his love for performing. Finally he would like to thank the Sudbrinks for giving him this opportunity. Thomas is very excited for his role in School of Rock, he hopes you enjoy the show and remember to Stick it to the Man.

WILLIAM MADRZAK
Ned, Mr. Green, Mr. Hamilton
15, Menomonee Falls High School
Welcome to School of Rock! William Madrzak has been performing since 6th grade. The performances he has been in are; Peter Pan Jr, Shrek Jr, Aladdin Jr, and 9 to 5! However, he is also involved in many other activities/hobbies including; Main Street Song and Dance Troupe, the swim team, Blacksmithing, and Airsofting. He loves being in shows. He likes being in shows because it is a safe haven from bullies, and he loves to sing and act. Enjoy the show!

KYRA MATHIAS
Mrs. Macapugay, Mrs. Hathaway
14, KM Perform
Kyra Mathias is thrilled to be a part of School of Rock! This is her first show outside of school and she is loving every moment. You may have seen her as stepsister Portia in Rogers + Hammerstein’s Cinderella. Kyra is working hard to achieve her goal of attending Juilliard.

MAGGIE MUELLER
Adult Ensemble
14, Waukesha South
Maggie is so pleased to have spent another summer with the Sudbrinks! This is her seventh show working with them, and her tenth overall. She would like to thank Demi for being her chauffeur, Charlie for always putting her in her place, Maddie and Kaylyn for being wonderful women, and of course all her other wonderful cast mates! She hopes you enjoy the show!

DANNY MUNTZ
Mr. Mooneyham, Mr. Noble
*Student Directing Intern
15, Waukesha West High School
Danny has performed in over 20 main stage shows in local theatres over past 5 years with his most recent as a freshman at Waukesha West HS. He wants to thank Jes and Jacob for their continued support of his theatre training by allowing him to perform on stage in School Of Rock as well as working “behind the scenes” as a student directing intern. Enjoy the show!

ERIN MUNTZ
Dance Feature
13, Les Paul Middle School
Erin is thrilled to perform in her second Sudbrink Performance Academy show. She loved her role as the Enchantress in Beauty and the Beast and looks forward to being a dance feature in School of Rock. Erin currently trains as a competitive dancer at Accent On Dance. She wants to thank Jes and Jacob for giving her the opportunity to share her love of dance in this awesome show.
Demi has been preparing to be head teacher her whole life.

Keep reaching for the stars!

The only thing that goes better together is acting and directing! Danny we are so proud of your accomplishments in this show.

Congratulations!

Love,
Mom and Dad
The Slipper girls Rock!
Break a leg,
Love Mom & Dad

No clowning around about how proud we are of you! Cannot wait to see you shine on stage. Congratulations Erin!

Love, Mom and Dad
MADDIE NEUENFELDT  
**Adult Ensemble**  
15, Oconomowoc High School  
Maddie is thrilled to be in her first performance at Sudbrink Academy! You may have seen her recently as Rafiki (LION KING), Mama Ogre (SHREK), and as Woman’s Ensemble (BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.) She would like to thank her wonderful family and friends for supporting her throughout the process. Enjoy the show!

ABBY O’CONNELL  
**Marcy**  
12, KMMS  
Abby is going to be a 7th grader at KMMS. She has enjoyed performing in theater for the past few years. If she is not in a production you will find her playing basketball or tennis or hanging out with her friends. This is her 4th show with Sudbrink Academy and she says the best so far. She would like to thank her family for coming from near and far to watch the show and support her. She also wants to thank all of you for coming and supporting Sudbrink Academy and School of Rock. Enjoy the show.

LUCY OECHSNER  
**Alicia**  
12, Lake Denoon Middle School  
Lucy Oechsner plays Alicia in School of Rock. Lucy has been in 5 shows prior to School of Rock. This is Lucy’s second show with the Sudbrinks, the first one being Legally Blonde Jr. Lucy had lots of fun this summer working with the cast and its directors.

CHARLIE ORTEGA  
**Mr. Williams / Gabe Brown**  
15, Waukesha West  
Charlie Ortega is a sophomore at Waukesha West High School. His debut performance was just last year (Sudbrink Performance Academy) after two friends encouraged him to audition for Beauty and the Beast. (Charlie played Le Fou) This stirred up a new found passion in him and he has been involved in three productions since then, Noises Off, You Can’t take it With You and Shrek the Musical (WestEndPlayers). Charlie feels honored and excited to be amidst such incredible talent with the School of Rock cast, crew and incomparable leadership.

CIAN RADCLIFFE  
**Zack**  
14, Nicolet High School  
When not annoying his parents to take him to Cream City Music, Cian can be found playing one of his seven guitars or his full drum kit, without the benefit of any sound proofing. School of Rock is Cian’s first foray into musical theatre, but he has been playing music in one form or another since he was nine months old. He hasn’t met a stringed or percussion instrument he hasn’t liked, and also enjoys keyboards and song writing. Cian will be a freshman at Nicolet this fall, much to his chagrin.

KATELYNN RADMACHER  
**Charity**  
8, Pewaukee Lake Elementary School  
Katelynn Radmacher is 8years old. This is Kaitlyn’s first play! She loves to sing and dance and play with her brothers! Kate loves being outside and going on the boat! She is super excited to be here and appreciates the opportunity to act!
KATE RALEIGH
Adult Ensemble
14, Burlington High School
Kate is fourteen and will be a freshman at Burlington High School.

School of Rock is her first show with the Sudbrinks but, overall, her nineteenth production. Some of her favorite roles include Belle in Beauty and the Beast, Fiona in Shrek, and Rafiki in the Lion King.

EMMA SCHOULTZ
Ms. Wagner/Parent
14, Butler Middle School
Emma Schoultz has been acting and singing for 7 years and has appeared in over 20 stage shows.

She is happy to be working with Jes, Jacob and Anne again. Thanks to them, the cast, crew, and her family for making this summer truly rock.

GRACIE SCOTT
Marta
12, Asa Clark Middle School
Gracie has been in many productions, but this is her first time with Sudbrink, and her first full-length production. She would like to thank all her friends and family for their support. She is looking forward to paying homage to the rock gods on stage while she sticks it to the man!

ELLIE SERWIN
Madison
10, Merton Intermediate
Ella Serwin is excited to be in her second Sudbrink Academy production! She enjoys taking voice lessons and plays piano and alto saxophone. Ella plays select softball for the Hartland Lady Hawks. She has danced for seven years, the last two being at Accent on Dance. Ella hopes to continue doing dance and theater to prepare herself to be part of Arrowhead High School’s Broadway Company.

ELOISE SLIPPER
Parent and Teacher
12, Nature Hill Intermediate
Eloise is thrilled to be a part of School of Rock, her 5th production with the Sudbrinks! You may have last seen Eloise playing Belle in Beauty and the Beast Jr at the Sunset Playhouse. In her free time Eloise enjoys basketball, playing the saxophone and tap dancing.

LAINIE SLIPPER
Mrs. Janes/ Mrs. Turner
16, Oconomowoc High School
Lainie is excited to “stick it to the man” this summer in School of Rock! Some favorite roles include Wardrobe in Beauty and the Beast, the Baker’s Wife in Into the Woods and Paulette in Legally Blonde. When not onstage Lainie enjoys singing, tap dancing and playing her bassoon.

AIDAN THIELE
Mr. Sanders/Mr. Sandford
15, Homeschool
After seeing the touring show of School of Rock, Aidan Thiele couldn’t wait for this summer. He’s excited to be in this cast and to share the stage once again with all of his friends. Even more important, he’s ready to take the message forward, to live his life loudly and definitely to stick it to the man!
Kaylyn,

We are so incredibly proud of you and we love you! Rock on, kid!

Love, Mom, Dad, Christian, Travis, Rosalie, and Sam
**ABBY TOMES**

*Lulu*

14, Waukesha South High School

Abby is excited for this opportunity to be Lulu in the Kids Ensemble. This is her third production with the Sudbrinks, having started this journey as Enid in *Legally Blonde Jr*, and Madame D’Arque/Villager in *Beauty and the Beast Jr*. She is thrilled to finally be sharing the stage with her big brother. Special thanks to Zander for saying yes to STICKING IT TO THE MAN!

---

**ZANDER TOMES**

*Freddy*

16, Waukesha South High School

Zander has been playing drums since 5th grade and is active in jazz, concert, and marching bands at Waukesha South High School. This is Zander’s first theater production, and he couldn’t be more thrilled to have this opportunity to play Freddy. Special thanks to his sister, Abby, for inspiring him to step outside his comfort zone, and to Jes and Jacob for believing in him. Enjoy the show!

---

**JOE TZOUGROS**

*Mason*

11, Kettle Moraine Middle School

Joe is super excited to be a part of *School of Rock* as this is his first musical. Joe likes animation, baseball, Harry Potter, Legos, reading comic books, listening to music, and playing percussion in his school band. Joe wants to thank his family and hopes you will enjoy the show. Let’s rock!

---

**RYAN VANSELOW**

*Lawrence*

13, Wisconsin Connections Academy

Ryan is excited to rock it out on keyboards this summer in *School of Rock*! Favorite previous roles include Lumiere (*Beauty and the Beast Jr*), Judah (*Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat*), Horton (*Seussical Jr*), and Nicely-Nicely Johnson (*Guys and Dolls*). He would like to thank his family for all their support!

---

**KAYLYN WAGNER**

*Ms. Gordon/Mrs. Travis*

15, Waukesha South High School

Kaylyn Wagner is very excited to be returning to the Suds for the 3rd year in a row! Some of her favorite roles include Belle in *Beauty and the Beast*, Melpomene in *Xanadu*, and Consuela in *West Side Story*. When she isn’t on stage, she is playing volleyball or softball. She would like to thank her family and her friends for being so supportive!

---

**LAYNIE WALLOCH**

*Adult Ensemble*

14, Arrowhead

Laynie will be a freshman at Arrowhead High School, and is thrilled to be returning for her second year with the Sudbrinks in *School of Rock*. Some of her other favorite roles include a Silly Girl in *Beauty and the Beast* at Sudbrink Performance Academy and Judas in Saint Charles’ production of *Godspell*. When she’s not rehearsing she enjoys jet skiing on Okauchee Lake, biking, paddle boarding, and writing songs. She would like to thank her parents, Jes and Jacob Sudbrink, Ben Tajinai, Deena Muntz, and the entire cast and crew of *School of Rock*. 

---
**Margaret Walloch**  
**Tomika**  
11, St. Charles Hartland  
Maggie is grateful to do another show with Sudbrink Academy as Tomika in *School of Rock*! Last year she was happy to play the role of “Chip” in *Beauty and the Beast*. She would like to thank Jes and Jacob, Ben Tajnai, Ms Deena, friends and family. Maggie hopes you enjoy the show!

**Luke Wenger**  
**Billy**  
13, Templeton Middle School  
Luke is grateful to Sudbrink Academy for this amazing opportunity. This is Luke’s third show with Sudbrink Academy, and they just keep getting better! When he is not involved in theater, he is running track or performing with West Wing Harmony.

**Mainyia Xiong**  
**Patty Di Marco**  
18, Menomonee Falls High School / Southern Illinois University - Carbondale  
Mainyia Xiong is a graduate of Menomonee Falls High School and will attend Southern Illinois University in the fall where she will pursue her BFA in Musical theater and minor in museum studies. This summer was one of her busiest as she was cast in two productions - the world premiere of the play “Lost Girl” written by Kimberly Belflower at the Milwaukee Repertory Theater and the musical “School Of Rock” with the Sudbrink Performance Academy. She has many thanks to give and the first one goes to Zoua Xiong. She would like to thank Zoua for all the years of support and encouragement. She would also like to thank her family and friends for believing in her and for supporting her dreams. Lastly, Mainyia would like to thank the Sudbrinks, especially Jacob Sudbrink for teaching, encouraging, and lifting her up. She wouldn’t be where she is today if it wasn’t for all of the support from everyone around her. Thank you.

We are **Sudbrink Performance Academy**. Here at SPA, we hire only top-knotch instructors to offer education, training, and connections to the performing arts community. No matter what programs fit you best, our goal is the same. We are here to help you or your child be fierce and fearless - to motivate, challenge, and prepare you for all that theatre - and life - has to offer.

We are a 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization.

**Mission**

The purpose of Sudbrink Performance Academy shall be to provide first class performing arts education and opportunities.
A group of twenty-seven students, parents, and instructors made up this inaugural Academy Adventure to the Big Apple. The trip was organized with entertainment, leisure, and education in mind.

The SudKids were given some rare opportunities while in New York, that young performers everywhere only dream of. First, they had a private Q & A with two Broadway performers. Ioana Alfonso and Lori Ann Ferreri, both from the cast of Wicked, answered every question from the students and parents with honest and thoughtful detail.

Next, the group of theatre students embarked on a trip to Ripley-Grier Studios, where hundreds of auditions and rehearsals for Broadway and beyond happen! As they walked the halls, they heard the sounds of the then brand-new cast of Les Miserables, rehearsing for the National Tour. The kids were not just there for a tour, though - they were there to work! Lulu Lloyd, from the cast of School of Rock on Broadway, met us for a Master Class at one of the studios. Lulu was great, and talked a lot of the behind-the-scenes mechanics of the stage after teaching choreography from the show.

→ Our own Mrs. Sheinkopf/Snake with Lulu Lloyd
Of course what’s a trip to New York without a taste of Broadway? Included in the trip were orchestra seats to three hit Broadway performances. The group experienced The Phantom of the Opera, Wicked, and School of Rock.

And of course the SudKids waited at the Stage Door to meet their favorite actors!

Sudbrink Academy is planning to organize a second group trip to NYC for summer of 2019. Email hello@sudbrinkacademy.com for more information.
COMMITTEE CHAIRS

We could not put on this show without you!

Box Office/House Chairs .................................................................................................Libby Mueller, Katie Slipper
Props .........................................................................................................................................Susan Schoultz
Concessions & Souvenirs .................................................................................................Jennifer Anderson, Becky Christiansen
Raffles ........................................................................................................................................Mary O’Connell
Run Crew Leads ..................................................................................................................Natasha Goeller, Chris Wolfram & Pat Wolfram

Special thanks to all parent volunteers helping with set construction, backstage and with committees!

THANKS TO OUR DONORS!

Without your donations, this show would not be possible.

Brett Anderson
Jennifer Anderson
Danielle Antonick
Carrie Arndorfer
Sharon Blank
Jannie Broder
Mark Brooks
Val Butterfield
Nichole Cairns
Lynne Carlstein
Jeff Christiansen
Rebecca Christiansen
William Chronis
Jeffrey Copeland
Shanda Copeland
Elizabeth Culver
First Star Media
The Gardetto Family
Kelly Goeller
David Grumann
James Hanson
Susan Herro
Zamira Hidri
Joseph Hipp
Sherry Hoffmann-LeMere
Lynn Hoskins
Michele Hyams
Dolores Ives
The Kabara Family
Amanda Kehoe
Eran Klein
Meg Klein
Stephen Klein
Catherine Kolton
Carrie Lynch
Catherine Matson
Karen McQueen
The Miller Family
Abby Nicola
Katie O’Connell Marsh
Aron Oechsner
Natalie Okruszynski
Mandi Pagel
Sharyn Parsons
Robyn Peacock
Dale Peters
Margaret Pomroy
Christina Pritchard Laska
Mary Rossi
Carol Schramek
Mary Schoultz
Kate Schultz
Michele Scott
Joseph Sindric
Katie Slipper
Elizabeth Studzinski
Jameson Studzinski
AJ Sutter
Gwen Ter Haar
Lissa & Mark Thiele
Town Bank
Rob Vanden Noven
Lori Vanselow
The Walloch Family
James Wesley
Kalleah Willman
Elizabeth Wistrom
Mainyia Xiong
Anonymous Gifts

We would also like to thank all donors who made donations outside of our print deadline!

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!